MAKATI X CITYNET

1991
CITYNET Member

1993 - 1997
Executive Committee Member

2009
Second Vice President

2010 - 2013
Disaster Cluster Lead

2013 - 2022
Disaster Cluster Co-Lead

MAKATI IN DISASTER CLUSTER

- offer opportunities for technical exchanges,
- contribute to the Cluster’s key activities such as designing of the CityNet Disaster Cluster Seminar, and network building;
- provide technical assistance in the planning, implementation, and monitoring of Cluster activities,
- advocate CITYNET’s initiatives at the national and global level, particularly with UNDRR, and
- direct the Cluster to promote DRR initiatives for further knowledge exchange among members.

HIGHLIGHTS

- hosting of various major activities not only for Disaster Cluster activities, but also CITYNET activities;
- served as pilot city for studies, shared technical assistance and experience for development of tools and studies; and
- consistent and extensive collaboration with CITYNET Yokohama and City of Yokohama for capacity assessment and building of Makati DRRM responders for establishment of DRRM Academy
MAKATI DRRM FORMULA FOR PARTNERSHIP FOR RESILIENCE

LOCALIZATION  TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY

INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
experience & technical experts

CITY OF MAKATI
Vision, city practice & DRRM Council who are technical leads

BARANGAY/COMMUNITY
community practice, system and protocols, as well as challenges

Convergence Approach

Knowledge Exchange
Project Planning
Project Implementation
Project Monitoring

Makati DRRM Initiatives
Making Disaster Resilience a Way of Life
ADAPTIVE AND SMART GOVERNANCE

MAKATIZEN CARD

Contact-less Application for Financial Assistance

MAKATIZEN APP

Available for Android and iOS

Contact-less Distribution of Financial Assistance

Top 6 in the Most Innovative Idea Award in Smart City World Expo Congress

Makati City is the only PH finalist in World Smart Cities Awards

Makati LGU releases P364M financial aid in just 1 day for over 72K residents

“Those who already have a Makatizen Card with a valid GCash account need not apply for the assistance since they will automatically receive P5,000 through e-Voucher. They can either cash out or withdraw the amount from any bank ATM or Globe partner outlet.”
COMMITMENT TO KNOWLEDGE AND RESOURCE SHARING

Campaign Champion for Making Cities Resilient (MCR)

Sharing of MCR Tools in CITYNET Disaster Cluster

Consistent Commitment in Disaster Cluster Activities

MCR 2030 Commitment

Discussing Partnership for Resilience with CITYNET Yokohama and UNDRR

Makati DRRM Academy with CITYNET Yokohama and PlusArts